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Power law distributions of burst duration and interburst interval in the solar wind:
Turbulence or dissipative self-organized criticality?
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We calculate the probability density functionsP of burst energye, durationT, and interburst intervalt for
a known turbulent system in nature. Bursts in the Earth-Sun component of the Poynting flux at 1 AU in the
solar wind were measured using the MFI and SWE experiments on the NASA WIND spacecraft. We findP(e)
andP(T) to be power laws, consistent with self-organized criticality~SOC!. We find also a power-law form
for P(t) that distinguishes this turbulent cascade from the exponentialP(t) of ideal SOC, but not from some
other SOC-like sandpile models. We discuss the implications for the relation between SOC and turbulence.

PACS number~s!: 05.65.1b, 47.27.Sd, 47.65.1a, 96.50.Bh
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In their seminal papers@1,2#, Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld
~BTW! demonstrated that a discrete cellular automa
model of an artificial sandpile had a spatial response to s
fuelling that was characterized by a scale-free distribution
energy release events or ‘‘avalanches’’~see also Ref.@3#!.
Scale invariance was shown by a power-law probability d
sity function ~PDF! P of avalanche areaA, P(A)5CA2a.
This scale-invariant spatial structure led BTW@1# to propose
the sandpile as a toy model of turbulence because, in K
mogorov turbulence@4#, long-wavelength, injection-rang
perturbations cause a scale-free forward cascade of en
transport until the dissipation scale is reached and there
one might expect the PDFs of burst quantities in turbul
systems to be power laws too. These have recently b
shown in burst areaA for a generic inverse cascade mod
@5#, in burst energye and durationT for both a shell model
@6#, and reduced 2D MHD turbulence simulations@7#, and in
peak burst power for 1D MHD turbulence@8#.

Boffetta et al. @6# ~hereafter B99! have also shown tha
the PDFP of interburst intervalst in a shell model of tur-
bulence is a power law too but that this is not so for t
BTW sandpile in whichP(t) is exponential. B99 postulate
that the power lawP(t) found for solar flares@9# was con-
sistent with a shell model of turbulence rather than the BT
sandpile. Here we demonstrate that the predicted avala
phenomenology@power laws inP(e),P(T), andP(t)] of a
shell model of turbulence is observed within a natu
system—the solar wind—for which there is direct indepe
dent evidence of turbulence@10#.

The solar wind is a near-radial supersonic plasma outfl
from the solar corona which carries with it solar magne
flux into interplanetary space by virtue of the plasma’s ve
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high electrical conductivity. In this ideal magnetohydrod
namic~MHD! approximation, the electric fieldE8 in the rest
frame of the moving plasma is given byE85E1v3B50
from Ohm’s law. The electromagnetic energy~Poynting!
flux E3H along the Sun-Earth linex can be approximated
by v(By

21Bz
2)/m0 assuming a radial solar wind. This qua

tity was calculated from ‘‘key parameter’’ measurements
B anduvu from the MFI and SWE experiments, respective
on the WIND spacecraft@11# between January 1995 and D
cember 1998 inclusive. The typically 80–100 s averag
measurements ofuvu were interpolated on to the 46 s tim
samples ofB.

In the resulting time series, bursts were identified, by
method used in Ref.@12#, as intervals when the Poynting flu
exceeded a given fixed threshold. Thresholds were set a
10,20, . . . 90percentiles of the cumulative probability distr
bution of the Poynting flux. For each threshold, the PDF
the burst energye, burst lifetimeT, and interburst intervalt
was calculated, where the burst energy is the sum of
Poynting flux samples over the burst lifetimeT. The PDFs
are shown in Fig. 1. The burst energy PDF~top panel! can be
seen to have a power-law region over about 4 orders of m
nitude between about 1025 and 1021 J m22. The burst life-
time PDF ~second panel! also exhibits a power-law region
and can be fitted by a power law with exponential cut
similar to that found previously for the solar wind« function
@13#. In these respects, the solar wind Poynting flux has
avalanche phenomenology common to both the BTW sa
pile and turbulence.

The interburst interval PDF has been plotted on both
log-log scale~third panel! and a log-linear scale~bottom
panel!. It is readily seen that this PDF is a power law rath
than an exponential. A power law with an exponent of 1.
is shown by the thick dashed curve in the third panel. T
8794 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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power-law form distinguishes the solar wind from a syst
having the properties of the BTW sandpile and instead sh
it to be consistent with the shell model of turbulence used
B99. This is the same result they found for solar flares,
which there was not the direct independent evidence of
bulence that there is for the solar wind.

It is possible that the solar wind avalanche phenomen
ogy is simply dominated by the advection of an already t

FIG. 1. Probability density functions of burst measures for
solar wind Poynting flux. From top to bottom, the measures
burst energye, durationT, and interburst intervalt. The PDFs of all
measures have power-law regions.
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bulent fluid from the sun rather than by an energy casc
within the solar wind itself@Chapman~personal communica
tion!#. We can expect the solar wind outflow from the Sun
be strongly influenced by energy dissipation events in
solar corona such as nanoflares@14# because these events ca
change the thermal pressure gradient that drives the s
wind @15# and/or allow reconfigurations of the solar ma
netic field that aid or inhibit plasma outflow from the Su
These observations are also topical in magnetospheric p
ics because we have previously shown@13# a similarity be-
tween the avalanche phenomenology present in geomag
perturbations@12,13# ~which measure dissipative currents
the Earth’s ionosphere! and that in the energy delivered b
the solar wind to the Earth’s magnetic and plasma envir
ment. Independently, an analysis of theR/S Hurst exponents
of solar wind variables and magnetospheric indices@16# has
drawn similar conclusions.

So what does the observation of avalanche phenome
ogy in a natural system tell us about its physics? BTW p
tulated@1,2# that the appearance of ‘‘avalanche phenomen
ogy’’ ~power-law burst PDFs! in Nature was due to an
underlying ‘‘critical’’ fixed point in the dynamics which was
attractive ~‘‘self-organized’’!—self-organized criticality
~SOC!. Renormalization group studies@17# have demon-
strated that the Abelian BTW model indeed exhibits such
attractive fixed point. However, although BTW argued th
SOC implied avalanche phenomenology, the converse is
true; and, in particular, the observation of avalanche p
nomenology in natural systems@18# does not by itself prove
that such systems are SOC.

There are many examples of systems that are either
self-organized or not critical, or both, that neverthele
present avalanche phenomenology. Avalanche phenome
ogy has been seen in the forest fire model@19# controlled by
a repulsive rather than an attractive fixed point; it thus ha
be tuned to exhibit scaling@20#. Some other models@18#
exhibit power-law distributions without finite size scalin
and so are notbona fidecritical. Avalanche phenomenolog
can also be produced by coherent noise driving@21# or by
‘‘sweeping of an instability’’ @22#. In addition, the fixed-
threshold method of estimating burst sizes that was use
Ref. @12# and the present work may generally result in sca
free PDFs if applied to certain types of time series. T
action of slicing through a fractional Brownian motio
~fBM ! time series at a fixed level generates a set of cross
times known as an isoset, for which the PDF of the tim
interval between two subsequent crossings has a power
form @23#. Hence the burst duration and interburst interv
statistics drawn from such an fBM time series by the fix
threshold method would also be expected to be power la

Clearly it is not sensible to apply the SOC label genera
to systems exhibiting avalanchephenomenology@24#. In-
stead we should follow B99 in using a restricted definition
SOC, implicit in BTW’s choice of name, as being th
mechanismof self-organization to a critical state. From th
point of view, in order to show the presence of SOC, one
to demonstrate those properties of self-organization and c
cality that are unique to the process of SOC rather than s
ply observing the avalanche phenomena that SOC was
signed to account for.
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In consequence, the important question remains@7# as to
the generality of B99’s identification of an exponentialP(t)
with the SOC mechanism. ExponentialP(t) implies that en-
ergy release episodes are uncorrelated in time because o
standard result that Poisson-distributed random numb
have an exponential distribution of waiting times. This w
give rise to a 1/f 2 power spectrum@18# for frequencies
higher than those corresponding to the longest correla
time. In the BTW model, this is the time for the longe
avalanche and is set by the system length. Jensenet al. @25#
found that the BTW system had a 1/f 2 high frequency power
spectrum in energy flow down the sandpile, rather than
1/f spectrum indicative of long-time correlation.

Whilst exponentialP(t) certainly holds for the BTW
sandpile@26,6#, this is not true for some other sandpile mo
els. For example, let us consider the nearest-neighbor O
model@27,18#. The conservative form of this model has be
shown to be critical@28# and to evolve to a steady state@18#.
In this case,P(t) is found to be exponential@27#. However,
there is also a nonconservative form of the nearest-neigh
OFC model@27,18# in which dissipation is introduced. This
was recently shown to cease to be critical@28# and, in this
dissipative case,P(t) is found to differ from an exponentia
@27,29#. This supports the identification of exponentialP(t)
with SOC.

Three classes of sandpile model, all of which modify a
pects of BTW SOC, exhibit time correlation betwee
bursts—variously reported as a nonexponentialP(t) in the
dissipative OFC model@27,29# and as a ‘‘1/f ’’ power spec-
trum in both running@30# and continuous~e.g., Ref.@31#!
@
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sandpiles. However, it has yet to be shown that any of th
systems are still SOC in the sense of both posessing an
tractive fixed point and showing finite size scaling.

If B99 are correct in identifying time correlation of burs
as a diagnostic for the absence of SOC, then there sh
then be no instance of a model that has an attractive fi
point and finite size scaling~self-organized and critical! and
which also has time correlated bursts of energy flow@specifi-
cally a 1/f spectrum or nonexponentialP(t)]. That is, the
time correlation in dissipative, running and continuous sa
piles is actually the signature of the breakdown of se
organized criticality. The apparent paradox of the obser
tion of scale-free burst PDFs in such models is resolv
when one recognizes that scaling may survive away from
fixed point, and can thus coexist with time correlation@28#.
Scaling in both space and time can thus be a robust ‘‘
neric’’ property of such ‘‘near-SOC’’ systems even if exa
criticality is not. The test of Boffettaet al. can then test for
the presence of SOC but cannot distinguish any of the m
fied sandpiles from turbulence models, and hence s
‘‘near-SOC’’ models remain possible descriptions of turb
lence.
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